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Abstract—Face Recognition being a very vast and growing technology. It has gained importance and 

advancement in Pattern Recognition and Machine Learning Techniques. Appearance based approach is one of 

the method for face recognition which widely used and is further used in many application. It builds up very 

rigid application as in security and surveillance. In many face recognition techniques multiple samples per 

person is available which would help in recognizing image but in some applications, which has single sample 

per person (SSPP) recorded in the system. This issue is quite challenging task in recognizing face. This paper 

proposes the pareto-dominance concept, which matches the image from the enrolled image by capturing all the 

face features in all dimension and hence improves the matching performance. Hence the face recognition 

accuracy is increased than the earlier approach as they are available and can give better results. More promising 

results are gained by new approach than the earlier approach. This approach has been worked on the standard 

dataset and has build up accurate results. It improves the existing system and helps in recognising the faces in 

better way. 

Keywords—Face Recognition, manifold-learning, single sample per person(SSPP), pareto-dominance 

concept, appearance basedapproach. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

FACE Recognition is the very advance topic and has gained more attention in recent year. The 

appearancebased method is one of the methods in face recognition which is widely used and has many 

algorithms proposed for same. This method is typical used to learn in supervised, unsupervised, and 

semi-supervised manner. They represent the images in dimensional feature subspace and preserve the 

intrinsic characteristic of the images. The algorithms included in this approach are principal 

component analysis (PCA),locality preserving projections (LPP), linear discriminant analysis (LDA), 

marginal fisher analysis (MFA). These algorithms have graph embedding framework having different 

constraints. 

 

There are many learning algorithms used for manifold distance calculation called as manifold 

learning algorithms such as support vector machines (SVM), k-Nearest neighbour(KNN) and neural 

network (NN). The appearance based method mainly seeks the definite multiple samples per person 

for the test image. But for the applications such as the law enhancement, e-passport, ID-card 

identification which contains single sample per person and which is quite hard to recognize the test 

image from the enrolled image. Existing appearance based methods such as LDA; PCA cannot be 

applied for feature extractions as they lack in them the samples that are to be used for recognition and 

hence creates the problem in recognition. So to overcome this problem the discriminant features of the 

face images are used. The image that is to be tested is divided into local patches and the images in the 

database are also divided and manifold are created. Then further manifold distance is calculated using 

Eigen-vector concepts. The discriminative multi-manifold analysis algorithm is used which would 

give all the discriminative features such as eyes, nose, lips. The distances having minimum value are 

considered and help in recognizing the images.In recognizing phase, in the earlier approach, the 

average manifold-manifold distance was used which would not givethe accurate results. Consider an 

example if there are three images enrolled in database and the test image is compared with it. The first 

image matches only eyes and not the nose, in second image the nose is matching and not the eyes and 

inthird nose as well as eyes is matching so we would calculate the manifold-manifold distance and get 

the average of it. It would give third image as the recognized image as average is minimum but 
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actually it is not the right image to be match.The second image is not right image. So as overcome this 

limitation in earlier approach, we have proposed the paretodominance relation. In this approach the 

image matching is done in which maximum numbers of features are matched in all the features 

dominating.  

 

II. RELATED WORK 

 

The Face Recognition approach used by the different authors and with their work is reviewed. There are 

many algorithms proposed by different authors to enhance the recognition performance and bring out better 

results. Recognition using Support Vector Machine (SVM) [1] and Generalized Discriminant Analysis (GDA) is 

one of the approachesIvanna, Linasari discusses the generalized discriminant analysis that is used as the feature 

extractor and the support vector machine as the classifier. GDA is better method as it reduces the time for 

classifying the images using SVM. This approach faces much limitation that the performance can be increased 

by using some more advance learning algorithm as neural-network etc [2]. Face Recognition by facial 

expression using differential active appearance model (AAM) and k-Nearest Neighbour (KNN). Cheon 

discusses the images with thefacial expressions are considered were in the differential AAM along with the 

KNN approach for matching. This approach is quite promising which learns the different facial featuresthen 

applying the KNN algorithm for matching the images which have close resemblance [3]. Face recognition using 

two-dimensional Principal Component Analysis (PCA) based on Back Propagation(BP) Neural Network [4]. Li 

and Hanuses PCA algorithm, which is applied in different dimension to gather the image features and then apply 

the BP-neural network which is used for proper classification. Face Recognition using Ada-Boost Algorithm 

and SVM.Sun and Wang uses image features are extracted by using Ada-Boost algorithm which detects the 

appropriate face region and wavelet decomposition for the feature extraction and this is given as input to SVM 

which classifies them according to the relevance. This approach is fast and better performance is achieved. This 

approach can be improved using much new techniques as learning algorithms as neural-network and many more 

[5]. Face Recognition using Marginal Manifold Learning[6] and SVM. Sun applies algorithm called as Marginal 

Fisher Analysis (MFA) which works on the principal of dimensionality reduction. SVM classifies the images 

according to matching relevant images. Accuracy achieved is better.Face Recognition using manifold learning 

and min-max probabilistic machine [7]. Wong and Lam applies all the discriminating features of the images. 

The classification task is improved by the MPM which is better , as SVM lack the probabilistic approach [8]. 

Face recognition using the multiple weighted facial attribute sets. Sakthievel uses extraction of features using 

the weighted facial attribute sets and the fusion model. The all feature extraction algorithms as PCA [7], 

DCT[9], and Histogram based, Simple intensity based is computed and then the weighted facial attributes are 

applied. It gives promising and better results [10]. Face detection using spectral histograms and SVMs. Waring 

and Liu has proposed the technique which uses spectral histograms and SVMs [9]. The performance is 

accelerated by SVMs and gives better results. It is the representation of proper object detection and recognition 

[11]. 

 

A MOPSO Algorithm Based Exclusively on Pareto Dominance Concepts [12]. Benetinz uses the swarm 

particles that are gathered and then they are distributed in different dimensions. The results can be better applied 

using discriminant mutli-manifold analysis and can be improved by linear programming [13]. The results are 

more promising [12]. Discriminative Multi-Manifold Analysis for Face Recognition from a Single Sample per 

Person. Lu and Peng has proposed system were the images are divided into different image patches such as the 

eyes, nose, mouth etc. But some time these average calculation of the image’s manifold can give wrong results. 

The better accuracy is created by this approach but theperformance can be enhanced by using some better 

matching algorithm [14]. 

 

III. IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS 

 

Face Recognition is very important in the application assecurity where the user authentication is determined. 

Learningthe facial features is the initial step in recognising the faceimages. The facial features can be intrinsic 

and extrinsicaccordingly the algorithm can be applied. The images aredivided into different patches which 

creates the manifolds. Themanifold-manifold distance calculation is done. The proposedapproach uses the 

algorithm which enhances the performanceand increases the accuracy. The earlier algorithm limits 

indetermining the matching images in some cases hence givingthe irrelevant results. Pareto-dominance relation 
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brings out theoptimal results by dominating the features in all dimensionsand increasing the accuracy of the 

recognition. The sampleimages are single and hence create more complexity. 

 

Existing system: Determines the manifold-manifold andcalculate their distance. The minimum distance is 

calculatedand the average of this manifold point is generated. Thedistance calculated is compared with the 

enrolled imagesdistance and the minimum distance generated is reviewedas the match image. The image which 

does not match isdiscarded.These systems sometimes give the wrong results. Theunmatched images are checked 

out as match image and hence fail. 

 

Proposed system:A general concept called as the pare todominanceis proposed and applied for verifying the 

images.The image is matched with the enrolled image is generated.Hence the images with different poses and 

gestures can be considered.It checks the images in all the features gathered andmake the results more accurate 

and appropriate. The systemillustrates the images features and their distance calculation toget the desired output. 

 

A. System Overview 

 

Architecture of the proposed system is shown in figure 1.The proposed system has four modules explained as 

follows: 

The system consist of following modules 

  1)  Feature Extraction 

. 2)  DMMA Matching 

  3)  Pareto-Matching 

  4)  Accuracy Measurement 

Feature Extraction: This module will extract the features from the face image, feature calculated are serialized 

and stored in a file. The images are divided into different patches as eyes, nose, mouth. This partitions are stored 

into different manifolds. 

 

DMMA Matching: This module will match a test image features vs all face image features in the store to give 

the most similar match using manifold distance measurement. The inter-manifold and intra-manifold distance 

are calculated. The inter-manifold contains the image patches with the different set and intra-manifold contains 

the image patches with the same images. 

 

Pareto dominance Matching: This module will match a test image features vs all the face image features in the 

store using the pareto dominance concept. The images which are tobe matched are initially checked in all the 

dimensions that isthe images should be matched in all the features. 

 

 Accuracy Measurement: This module will measure the accuracy of matching between the DMMA matching 

and the Pareto dominance matching methods. The comparison between these two techniques are done and the 

accuracy is determined. The accuracy can be determined by using the different datasets and the algorithm is 

applied. 

 

B. Algorithm 

 

The DMMA Algorithm is applied in the proposed system. There are following steps involved in the algorithm 

1) The initialization process: The images are divided into number of patches and hence manifolds are created. 

This step comprises the extraction of the features. 

2) Similarity Calculation: The patches once are gathered in manifolds are held out to calculate the manifold 

manifold distance and hence generate the manifoldmanifold distance of the test image and the enrolled image. 

This value will gather the minimum distance calculation and checks for similarity 

3) Local Optimization: In this step the optimization of the images gathered is determined and   would get the 

matching image in less time. The eigen vectors are calculated in this step. 

4) Output the projection matrix: In this step the images which are matching are retrieved. 

 

C. Mathematical Model 

 

The mathematical representation of the system is the mathematicalmodel. 

1) Let S be a system that describe Face Recognition system 

S = {M,U,D,W} 2) Identify input as M as manifolds 

Mi = {xi1, xi2, ...xit} where xij Ɛ Rd 

i = 1,2,3...N 
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and j = 1,2,....t. 

3) Identify output as W as the projection MatrixWi  Ɛ Rd×diIn this DMMA algorithm is used. 

4) U is the set of affinity matrices U = {A,B} where Ais the matrix of nearest inter-manifold neighbors and Bis 

the Matrix of the nearest intra-manifold neighbors. 

5) D is the set of the set of the eigen vectors as H1and H2 for matrix A and B and after computingthen we would 

calculate the minimum distance betweenmanifold-manifolds. Here pareto-optimality is determinedin which the 

given set of the eigen vector, theset is dominated in all the dimensions are selected asoptimal and then the 

projection matrix is fired. Thus thematching results are gained. 

6) In a choice situation with no uncertainty, the consequencesof each option are known. It may seem thatin that 

case choice is easy: choose the option that leadsto the most preferred outcome. But making up the mindcan be 

difficult when the available options have strengthsand weaknesses that trade off against each other. 

• A finite set of options O, call them o1, o2, ..., on,and an agent A.O = {o1, o2, o3....on} 

• A set D of dimensions or attributes that describefeatures of the options; call them d1, d2, ..., dk. D ={d1, d2, 

d3....dk} The agent has rational preferencesamong the options with respect to each dimension.Thus we can 

assign a score or utility to each optionfor a given dimension. 

• Let O be a set of options, D a set of dimensions,and let d be a rational preference relation among theoptions in 

O for each dimension d in D.Depicted infigure 2. 

Option x strongly Pareto-dominates option y if for eachdimension d in D, it is the case that u(x)¿u(y),Option 

xweakly Pareto-dominates option y if 

• for each dimension d in D, it is the case that u(x) _ u(y) and for some dimension d in D, it is the case that u(x)> 

u(y). 

 

D. Operating Environment 

 

Software Requirement: 

Technology  :   Jdk 1.6 

OS                :  Windows 

Tool              :  Netbean ide 

Charting       :  JfreeChart 

Im tool         :  Open CV 

 

Hardware Requirement: 

Processor      : At Least Pentium Processor 

Ram              : 64 MB 

Hard Disk     : 2 GB 

 

 
IV. RESULTS 

 
A. Datasets 

Today the face recognition has become the advance technique were the images are used to recognize 

the appropriate image match with the up-growing algorithms. The LFW datasets is widely used in 

face images. The proposed system works in all the dimension to get the proper results. The standard 

dataset of the face images are considered. The Dataset used is standard dataset called as FERET can 

also be used. It gives the promising results than that of the existing system. The results draw by using 

proposed system is accurate andcan be used on any face dataset. 

B. Result Sets 

The accuracy of the matching for a dataset of 150 images in steps of 50 images is processed.  

 

 

The accuracy is measured using the formula 

A =No.ofcorrectlyclassifiedimage × 100 

No. Oftotalimage 

 

 

For both the pare to dominance and the DMMA method theaccuracy is calculated and then it is 

found that using the pare todominance the accuracy of system is improved. The resultsgive the detail 

analysis of the two approaches and determineshow proposed approach is better and shown in figure 3. 
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Theproposed approach can be used for different application as forthe security application, 

identification of the person. 

 

 
V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

 
In this paper we proposed the matching concept with use of the pareto-dominance and generate 

the better results than the earlier system. As compared to other algorithms this concept is really 

promising and appropriate. The proposed system decreases the matching time and hence can be 

applied on any face image datasets. The applications that can work in this approach are e-passport, 

law enhancement, ID-card identification and help reduce the single sample per person problem. The 

accuracy is improved by the proposed approach than that used in the earlier system. This paper further 

can be improved by combining the image patches with the global holistic information of the images of 

the faces and enhance theaccuracy of the algorithm in the more proper way. 
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